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Abstract

Soybean leaf Nitrogen (N) status correlated linearly with the amount of chlorophylls and SCMR at flowering stage in response to water deficit levels. In addition, SCMR showed significant positive correlation with chlorophylls at flowering stage. Grain yield significantly correlated to the leaf nitrogen as well as to the chlorophylls and SCMR at flowering stage in response to water deficit levels. These relationships indicated that the water stress decreased leaf nitrogen, chlorophylls and SCMR which in turn caused decreased grain yield of soybean. The results from the study suggest that, flowering stage is the best time for prediction on the adverse effects of water stress on leaf nitrogen assimilation, chlorophylls and SCMR on potential yielding ability of soybean.

Introduction

Drought is a world-wide problem, affecting global crop production and quality seriously, and recent global climate change has made this situation more serious. The great challenge for the future will be the task of increasing food production with less water, particularly in countries with limited water and land resources. Shortage of available water is one of the most significant environmental stresses that cause yield reductions in a wide range of crops including soybean (Boyer 1982). There is a pressing need to improve the agricultural water management of rain-fed soybean production. The effects of water stress on soybean yield appeared to be related to limited availability of photosynthate and nitrogen for translocation to developing seeds (Silvius et al. 1977).

Recent reports indicate a close link among leaf chlorophyll concentration, leaf N content and crop yield, which makes sense because the majority of leaf N is contained in chlorophyll molecules (Cartelat et al. 2005). The proportion of leaf N allocated to the chloroplast amounts to approximately 75% (Huk et al. 1993). When grown in high irradiance, leaves generally have a ratio of 1.0 : 1.4 mol N in ribulose-1, 5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RuBPCO) vs. thylakoid N (Evans 1989). The soil plant analytical development (SPAD) chlorophyll meter reading (SCMR) enables users to quickly and easily measure leaf greenness (by measuring the leaf light-transmittance characteristics) which is affected by leaf chlorophyll content. The usefulness of SPAD chlorophyll meter readings (SCMR) for plant N assessment is based on the direct proportionality between leaf chlorophyll and leaf N content (Sheshshayee et al. 2006). Plant water stress can affect the ability of the plant to produce chlorophylls, thus affecting leaf greenness (Sandoval-Villa et al. 2002).

Significant correlations between photosynthesis and leaf N content have been documented for a large number of species, including soybean (Buttery and Buzzell 1988). A positive correlation between leaf N or N fertilization rate and chlorophylls content is well documented for a large number of plant species and has been investigated for rapid N status determination using SPAD
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meters in most major crops (Mauromicale et al. 2006). Available information suggested that taking SCMR is easy and quick, does not necessitate destructive sampling, and has been employed to predict Chl content in a large number of plant species, including soybean (Marquard and Tipton 1987).

The present study aimed at selecting the best time of evaluating SCMR at different growth stages for prediction of adverse water stress effects on leaf nitrogen status and chlorophylls in determining potential yielding ability of soybean grain.

Materials and Methods

This research was conducted in a vinyl house (surrounding sides were open). The soil was clay loam in texture (0.40g/g sand, 0.27g/g silt and 0.33g/g clay). The bulk density was 1.07 (g/cm$^3$). Soil water content at field capacity (34.7kPa) was 0.516 m$^3$/m$^3$ and wilting point (185kPa) was 0.296 m$^3$/m$^3$. Therefore, the total available water (TAW) was 0.220 m$^3$/m$^3$.

Five water deficit (D) treatments viz. $D_1$ (0 - 20%), $D_2$ (20 - 40%), $D_3$ (40 - 60%), $D_4$ (60 - 80%) and $D_5$ (80 - 100%) of total available water (TAW) were arranged in a completely randomized block design with 12 replications. The TAW is defined as the water content between field capacity ($\theta_{FC}$) and permanent wilting point ($\theta_{PWP}$). The water deficit level of $D_2$ (20-40%), for example, meant that the available water deficit was maintained between 20 and 40% of TAW throughout the growing season. When the maximum allowable depletion of available water came close to 40% of TAW, water was applied to restore the available water to the deficit level of 20% of TAW.

Plastic pots (10 liters volume and 23.8 cm diameter) with no drainage holes were filled with 7 kg air-dried soil. Then five soybean seeds [Glycine max (L.) Merrill] were sown in each pot. Prior to planting, uniform water was applied to all the pots to bring them to field capacity ($\theta_{FC}$) for uniform germination. The soil moisture for all pots was maintained at field capacity ($\theta_{FC}$) until 14 days after sowing (DAS) and then the deficit irrigation treatments were initiated. The irrigated period of soybean was 20 weeks from June 16 to November 3. The plants were thinned to one per pot at the 2- to 3-leaf-stage. Three replicate pots of each water deficit (D) level were sampled at 49 DAS (development stage), 77 DAS (flowering stage), 105 DAS (seed growth stage) and 140 DAS (maturity stage) during the experiment. Three plants per treatment were used for final yield analyses.

From each of the water deficit (D) treatments, 3 terminal leaflets of mature, fully irradiated leaves in the top quarter of the canopy were randomly selected according to Fritschi and Ray (2007) within the different growth stages. The leaves were cut at the base of the petiole, placed in plastic zip-loc bags which were then inserted into manila envelopes, and placed on ice. Leaflets were kept in the dark and transported to the laboratory for processing. One leaf disk (1 cm$^2$) was excised from the lower half of each of the three terminal leaflets and immediately placed into opaque vials containing 12 ml of 96% ethanol for Chl extraction (Lichtenthaler and Wellburn 1981). On each leaflet, 3 SPAD meter (Minolta 502) readings (SCMR) taken near the spot of leaf disk excision were averaged and recorded. Once the SPAD meter readings were obtained, leaflets were combined, dried to constant mass at 65 °C, and ground to a fine powder using a sample mill with a 1-mm screen. The leaf N status was determined with an automatic high sensitive NC analyzer (Sumigraph NC 95A, Shimadzu Co. Ltd., Japan).

Leaf disks and SPAD meter readings were taken in parallel from a minimum of ten leaves starting at the tip of a shoot and moving basipetally along the same shoot. SPAD meter readings (SCMR) were conducted on the same leaves directly next to, and immediately after, leaf disks had been excised for chlorophylls.
Results and Discussion

Good correlation between chlorophylls and SCMR was found for flowering stage ($R^2 = 0.9164$, $p < 0.01$) but a weaker correlations was observed for other growth stages (Fig. 1). The relationships between chlorophylls and SPAD meter readings differed among the different growth stages in response to different water deficit levels.

While the correlations with leaf N content were significant for both chlorophylls and SCMR ($R^2 = 0.9796$, $p < 0.01$, Fig. 2(A); $R^2 = 0.8909$, $p < 0.05$, Fig. 2(B)) at the flowering stage, non significant correlation was observed for other growth stages under different water deficit levels. Ommen et al. (1999) reported that there was a close relationship between the SCMR and total chlorophyll concentration (obtained from leaf extracts) for wheat under water stress.

The grain yield of soybean significantly decreased with the increase of water deficit levels as well as with the decrease of leaf N, chlorophylls, and SCMR (Figs 3(A-C)). It was found from the study that the grain yield numerically lowered by 1, 11, 21 and 47 % in D$_2$, D$_3$, D$_4$ and D$_5$ water deficit levels, respectively, as compared to the D$_1$ (full irrigation). These results indicated that the reduction in crop water requirement by water stress caused the decrease of soil water uptake with soluble nutrients and consequently the decrease of soybean grain yield through the reduction in photosynthesis.
The soybean grain yield significantly correlated with leaf N status ($R^2 = 0.9731$, $p < 0.01$, Fig. 3(A)), chlorophylls ($R^2 = 0.9858$, $p < 0.01$, Fig. 3(B)) and SCMR ($R^2 = 0.8591$, $p < 0.05$, Fig. 3(C)) at flowering stage but weaker correlations were observed for other growth stages under different water deficit levels. These relationships indicated that increasing SCMR resulted in an increase of both leaf N and chlorophylls, and a subsequent increase in soybean grain yield with significant differences among the different growth stages in response to different water deficit levels. Silvius et al. (1977) stated that the effects of water stress on soybean yield appeared to be related to limited availability of photosynthate and nitrogen for translocation to developing seed.

Results indicate that water deficit had significant effect on the relationships among the leaf N accumulation, chlorophylls, SCMR and grain yield at flowering stage, because physiological maturity might reach maximum at that time. A critically important period for fixation and assimilation of nitrogen in soybean production is at the pick of the flowering stage (Sridhara et al. 1995). It appeared that SPAD chlorophyll meter reading (SCMR) and determining of leaf N and chlorophylls during flowering stage is the best time for the prediction of adverse water stress effects on potential yield capacity of soybean grains.
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